masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace - masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace michele slatalla on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers the bestselling account of a band of kids from new york who fought an electronic turf war that ranged across some of the nation s most powerful computer systems, masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace by - the masters of deception is a very interesting story i liked the historic accuracy of the masters of deception when it comes to the cyber war between the mod masters of deception and the lod the legion of doom, masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace - paul had been sneaking in for months he was the quiet programming genius behind the hacker gang known as the masters of deception and so had mark the teacher in mod who knew more about phone company computers than just about anyone a few of the other guys in the group might have been able to do it too like eli the handsome smooth talker, masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace full - masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace full 1 masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace full 2 book details author michele slatalla pages 225 pages publisher harpercollins 1996 01 01 3 description this book pub date 1995 12 01 pages 240 language, the masters of deception gang that ruled cyberspace the - masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace a fast paced tale of teenage hackers and their potentially dangerous mischief in cyberspace with a deft touch and an occasionally sardonic yet sympathetic voice newsday reporters and mystery read full review, masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace - this item masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace by michele slatalla paperback 12 78 only 8 left in stock more on the way sent from and sold by amazon, books similar to masters of deception the gang that ruled - best books like masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace 1 cyberpunk outlaws and hackers on the computer frontier 2 the hacker crackdown best books like masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace 1 cyberpunk outlaws and hackers on the computer frontier 2 the hacker crackdown, 0060170301 masters of deception the gang that ruled - masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace by michele slatalla joshua quittner and a great selection of related books art and collectibles available now at abebooks com, master of deception hack case - masters of deception what is this case about a new york based group of hackers most widely known in media for their exploits of telephone company infrastructure and later prosecution as well as being the subject of the book masters of deception the gang that ruled cyberspace, masters of deception wikipedia - origin of masters of deception acid phreak founded the masters of deception with scorpion and hac the name itself was among other things a mockery of legion of doom lod as m is one letter up in the alphabet from l although the name originally was a flexible acronym that could be used to identify membership in situations
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